
2. Partners (Chicken or Pig) <1/7 + Chicken vs Pig graphic>1. FOUNDER ROLES 3. Leadership on Culture; Sales; Investment or Functional Role <1/7 + Culture (vulture); Sales 
cash); Investment (%s), Operations (Spanner)>

4. Specialisms / advisors <1/7 – (partners are now very small) Advice (megaphone)>

1. BRAND 2. Personality Driven (Purpose) <M: Purpose graphic – with WHY? WHY? WHY?> 3. Mission Driven (Purpose) Product Recruitment
Corporate (service biz, corporate brand is also the product brand)
<M: Purpose graphic, product graphic,  recruitment graphic, corporate graphic)

4. Mission Seeking (Justi�cation) <M:… not a magn�ying glass – more a Prince Harry>

Why? Why? Why?

Chicken and pig move towards each other / founder graphic pops up.
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We’re hiring!

?

Vulture moves towards cash / Investment rotates up towards where cash was / then 
spanner icon follows.

Megaphone pulsates as if being spoken into from Founder graphic.

Each icons elements appear as if building themselves.

Formal gentleman looking for purpose appears, then followed by the purpose graphic in
the background from small to current size.

Founders pulsate and then purpose pulses x3 as eac Why? appears.
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